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Abstract: it would not be an exaggeration to say that the Spring of Youth gala concert, held in 2014 by the Youth 

Symphony Orchestra, for the first time left unique impressions on listeners and art connoisseurs. It is impossible 

not to say how difficult and at a high level the preparation for this gala concert was. Experienced singers of our 
republic, laureates of republican and international competitions, young musicians and performers took part in 

this gala concert. The young conductor K.T.Urinbaev did a painstaking job of gathering this team and bringing 

it to the stage together. The fact that a young conductor treats each performer with special respect requires high 

skill, teaches high-quality performance, organizational work, in general, perfectly prepares all aspects and 

brings them to the stage. 
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Аннотация: не будет преувеличением сказать, что гала-концерт «Весна юности», проведенный в 2014 

году Молодежным симфоническим оркестром, впервые оставил у слушателей и ценителей искусства 
неповторимые впечатления. Нельзя не сказать о том, насколько сложной и на высоком уровне была 

подготовка к этому гала-концерту. В этом гала-концерте приняли участие опытные певцы нашей 

республики, лауреаты республиканских и международных конкурсов, молодые музыканты, исполнители. 

Молодой дирижер К.Т. Уринбаев проделал кропотливую работу по сбору этого коллектива и выведению 

его на сцену воедино. То, что молодой дирижер с особым уважением относится к каждому 

исполнителю, требует при этом высокого мастерства, учит качественному исполнению, 

организаторской работе, в общем, отлично подготавливает все аспекты и доводит до сцены. 
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The youth symphony orchestra organized many different concerts and events during its creative activity. In 

2016, a new gala concert called “Breath of Spring” was presented at the Alisher Navoi State Academic Theater. 

In this concert, they performed works of various genres from the masterpieces of world art. The Georgian 
composer Mkhedruli personally attended the gala concert with a specially written work for the Youth Symphony 

Orchestra, and he kindly participated in the premiere of his newly written work. “Suvori” young dance ensemble, 

composed of our young ballet masters, heated up the stage with a wonderful performance to this work. The 

impressions of this concert reached the city of Tbilisi, and later this Youth Symphony Orchestra visited the 

Republic of Georgia with a concert tour. 

On May 17, 2016, the residents of Fergana region had the opportunity to enjoy real art samples through the 

concert program of the youth symphony orchestra, the only one in Central Asia, called “Breath of Spring”. This 

concert of the youth symphony orchestra was received with great enthusiasm by the people of Fergana, who are 

true art lovers. It is possible to know from the comments and interviews of the listeners who came to the concert 

that the audience enjoyed the event. The program started with the song “Fasli navbahor” interpreted by Otabek 

Muhammadzahid and continued with the live performances of Shirin Mamatova, Barno Ismatullaeva and other 
opera singers who are world famous through art. The program, consisting of Uzbek national tunes and songs, 

and the best examples of world opera, turned the regional theater-concert hall, which included 5,000 people, into 

a real music night. It is noteworthy that for the first time the stage will be held in the open air and a large space 

will be organized for the audience outside. Especially at the end of the event, a potpourri of Uzbek tunes 

encouraged the audience to play in their seats. This Gala concert was broadcast live on television.  

On March 25, a concert called “Spring Symphony” was held in the Palace of International Conferences 

“Uzbekistan” with the participation of the Youth Symphony Orchestra and talented young opera singers. State 

and public organizations, representatives of foreign diplomatic corps and international organizations operating in 



our country, foreign guests who came to observe the election of the President of Uzbekistan, and music lovers 

were invited to it. The importance of the art of music in raising the spirituality of a person, instilling good ideas 

in his heart and mind, strengthening friendship and solidarity between nations and peoples, and cultural and 

educational ties is incomparable. 

In our country, special attention is paid to consistent development of all directions of music art, support of 

representatives of the industry in every way. In this process, various contests and festivals serve noble purposes, 

such as identifying talented young people, developing love for art in their hearts, helping them to show their 

abilities and potential, and expanding creative cooperation. 

In different regions of our country, higher and secondary special education, culture and art centers that meet 

world standards have been established, and the existing ones have been reconstructed. As a result of reforms 

aimed at bringing music education to a new level in terms of quality and content, young people of Uzbekistan 
succeed and win prizes at prestigious international competitions, art festivals, and concerts every year. 

International “Sharq taronalari” music festival, “Yagonasan, muqaddas Vatan!”, “Tashkent Spring” and 

“Tashkent Spring” are traditionally held in our country, showing the great achievements and milestones achieved 

in all areas of music art to the fans. in this regard, it is gaining importance in further expansion of creative 

communication. As a result, the traditions of Uzbek schools of conducting, performing, composing, and 

performing opera are getting richer. The successful organization of competitions for young musicians such as 

“Competizione dell'Opera” international competition of opera singers, “Spring of Youth” art festival, 

“Motherland Melodies”, “Sozlar navosi” along with the discovery of new talents, It is an important factor in the 

growing number of world-class fans of Uzbek music. The establishment of the “Nihol” award is of particular 

importance in identifying young talents in all areas of music, introducing them to the general public, and raising 

their creativity to a higher level. 
The youth symphony orchestra and opera performers include many prize winners of prestigious international 

competitions. Along with talented opera singers such as Rahim Mirzakamolov, Ramz Usmanov, Jenisbek 

Piyazov, Jabrail Idrisov, Masuma Boltaboeva, Barno Ismatullaeva, Shirin Mamatova, Milena Matmusaeva, 

young musicians such as Tahir Usmanov, Alina Qoriyeva, Babur Muhammadjonov, Davron Hoshimov from 

France, He was successful in international competitions and creative festivals held in Italy, Austria, Romania, 

Belarus, Kazakhstan and other countries. At the moment, their performances and creative achievements indicate 

the high level of attention and care shown to the development of art in our country. The best musical works of 

world and Uzbek composers, arias from famous operas and songs were greeted with excitement and pleasure by 

the audience. Along with famous works such as George Bizet's “Song of the Toreodor”, Leo Delibe's “Flower 

Duet”, Karl Orff's “Luck”, Tomaso Albion's “Adagio”, Manas Leviev's “Plum Blossoms”, “White Tulips” 

songs, the aria “Haji Darga” from the opera “Maysara's Work” by Suleyman Yudakov made an unforgettable 

impression on the audience. The scenes shown on the huge screen in harmony with the content of the music 
serve to better understand the essence of the work, its philosophy and impressiveness. Every audience felt that 

the charm and beauty of Koklam was transferred to the stage in the style of a true spring symphony through the 

magical and charming tones of music. This Gala concert was broadcast live on TV channels. 

What is particularly noteworthy is that the observers from foreign countries were surprised that there is such 

an orchestra in Uzbekistan, the performance level is high, the performance is perfect in every way, the 

performance of the work at a high level according to the composer's style amazes the guests. 

During its creative activity, the youth symphony orchestra toured and performed gala concerts in all parts of 

our continent. If we look at history, on August 13, 2016, in Riga, the capital of the Republic of Latvia, the 

orchestra performed N. Rimsky-Korsakov's piece "Shaherezada" and 

The “Bayram Overture” by M. Tajiyev was performed at an excellent level. When the Youth Orchestra went 

on tour for the first time, the preparation process was extremely difficult. Dealing with each performer 
individually, producing clean sounds separately, and then gathering together with the units, caused fatigue. A 

great deal of work has been done by organizing auditions for the orchestra going on this tour every week, 

memorizing the difficult parts of the pieces, memorizing the whole phrase if necessary and playing it at different 

speeds. 

As part of the Culture Days of Uzbekistan, which lasted until September 14, folk art exhibitions on various 

topics were organized. A roundtable discussion called “Cultural heritage of Uzbekistan – in the eyes of the 

world” was also held. The fact that this event was held at a high level and received praise from Russian and 

foreign guests made us all happy. 
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